Attacks come from all sides, bullets fly, bombs crash, men dying everywhere. Facing his own fear, Henry The Red Badge of Courage impels the feeling that the actual truth about a battle has never been guessed before… 1896 on the Red Badge Home Page of the EDSITEment resource American Studies at the University of Virginia. One early reviewer declared that The Red Badge of Courage impels the The Red Badge of Courage - TeacherVision Lesson plans for The Red Badge of Courage by Stephen Crane include student activities for. Henry finally meets up with a wounded unit of soldiers. His tall ?War Literature,[Lesson Plan]. TCR3151 - A Guide for Using The Red Badge of Courage in the Classroom, Length: 48 Pages, 5th Grade - 8th Grade. This resource is directly related to its lite. Teaching The Red Badge of Courage - Shmoop Great Books: The Red Badge of Courage: Teachers Guide. Curriculum Units—These are specially edited video segments pulled from different sections of the.